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About Srie Connections 

Srie Connections is serving the society with of spiritual pooja goods. The Major area of 
business is into hindu religious products that include rudraksha, spatika, precious and 
semi-precious gems, conch etc., Srie Connections a niche in the sacred service provides a 
corporate professional service with all ethnic and traditional values at every level of 
business activity.   
 
Our Business is completely into e-service where we accept, understand the requirement of 
our valuable customers and provide our services thru the products required. We always 
try to have good quantity of stock; since the product and the nature of the products vary 
from every individual we understand the requirement and would supply with the exact 
required products.   
 
Trust, quality and fidelity are the thumb rule in every activity of our business, We wish to 
be one-stop-shop for the entire range of religious products. All of our items are back by 
our guarantee. All description of properties are always referred with sacred texts and or 
with sayings of sacred holy people and traditional histories.   
 
We mostly try to test and get certification for more and most of the products we deal 
with. Scientific approach without affecting the traditional and other unseen values is our 
culture. We respect the Effects of such are immeasurable by scientific standard. As 
devotees of God ourselves, we offer complete prayers on all items. 
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Diamond Cut Sphatik Mala 

Hand Made Original Spatika beads and the diamond 
cutting is made by hand, the sphatik beads are given a 
polish on the holes also. The shining of the beads will 
be forever.    
 
The Clear Purity of the beads helps to maintain the cool 
effect of the crystal.    
 
108+1 Guru bead is a complete mala for your chanting 
purpose. Spatika mala available in beads size closer to 
6mm and 8mm. Finest quality quarts and the best 
possible shining is an essential element for all Spiritual 
and Meditation purpose. 
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Contact us at seva@srie.in 
       Visit Our Website: 
           www.srie.in 


